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Deals are a moving target. A constantly shifting mix of people, numbers,  

and timing. We’re here to simplify this process for you. Our experts are 

dedicated to tracking down and flushing out the values you need, even on  

the most complex deals. So when the time comes to take your shot with  

Great American, you’re always—right on the money.
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The grocery stores industry generated $639.2 billion in sales 

in 2017 according to the US Census Bureau, an increase of 

2.2% compared to 2016. The market is highly competitive 

and operates on razor-thin margins. Most retailers therefore 

rely on volume and cost efficiency to drive profitability. 

Traditional supermarkets have been facing a challenging 

environment and have been losing market share to alternative 

formats including mass merchants, fresh formats, limited 

assortment discounters, dollar stores, and others.  

In 2016, the industry faced an unprecedented level of price 

deflation, which placed downward pressure on profitability 

and led to comparable store sales declines for many retailers. 

This price deflation put increased pressure on supermarkets 

to raise sales volume with promotions and pricing activity. 

However, the tide turned in mid 2017 when prices inched 

up and boosted comparable store sales for some retailers. 

While inflation is a welcome change for the industry, analysts 

caution that aggressive pricing from the likes of Kroger and 

Walmart will mitigate much of the benefit in the near term. 

As a result, many experts do not believe 2018 will be a much 

better year than 2017 as retailers grapple with whether to 

price aggressively and hurt profitability, or hold firm and risk 

losing market share.  

Overview

While food price inflation has brought some relief to the grocery industry, 
competition remains fierce. Traditional retailers are facing pressure from 
all sides while also trying to invest in omnichannel capabilities to remain 
relevant. Consolidation continues to be the trend, with several retailers 
closing stores and most growth coming via acquisitions versus the 
opening of new stores.  

Grocery sales in millions (Source: US Census)1
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Overview

Grocery stores are also learning to adapt to changing 

consumer preferences and behavior. Today’s consumers 

are seeking fresh, healthy food options and convenient meal 

solutions that fit their budgets. Fresh foods, prepared meals, 

natural and organic products, and private label goods have 

been a focus for retailers. The industry has also experienced a 

significant amount of consolidation over the past several years,  

with many retailers seeking to increase their footprint through 

store acquisition versus building from the ground up.  

Mid-size regional companies with $3 to $5 billion in annual 

sales are said to be the biggest targets for consolidation over 

the next few years. Experts expect consolidation will continue 

as unprofitable stores are divested and regional players 

continue to expand their reach to gain scale and efficiencies 

to better compete with behemoths like Kroger, Albertsons, 

Ahold Delhaize, and Publix. In addition to consolidation, the 

industry will see more retailers acquiring or partnering with 

tech firms to beef up online capabilities.  

Unlike other retail sectors, e-commerce represents only a 

small percentage of grocery sales. According to estimates, 

online sales represent less than 5% of grocery sales. 

Pinpointing actual sales figures has proven difficult due to the 

various methods of online shopping:  click-and-collect, home 

delivery, and retailers that use third-party partnerships with 

companies like Instacart. However, this figure is expected 

to grow. Growth will be driven by millennial shopping habits, 

busy lifestyles, and more consumer acceptance about 

shopping for groceries online. However, many retailers, 

particularly smaller chains, continue to grapple with the cost 

and disruption of adding such services. Several of these stores 

have partnered with third-parties such as Instacart. 
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Grocery

NOLVs Mixed

Sales Trends Mixed

Gross Margin Mixed

Discounting Mixed

Trend Tracker

KEY INDUSTRY DRIVERS

• Competition from other formats: Walmart continues to 

be the number one grocery store with an estimated 25% 

market share. To re-accelerate growth, Walmart has been 

enhancing its food departments (particularly the fresh 

departments) and making significant investments in its 

online operations. Within e-commerce, the retailer has 

expanded click-and-collect to more than 1,200 stores 

and home delivery in approximately 800 stores. It is also 

testing unmanned pickup locations and has partnered 

with DoorDash and Postmates for grocery delivery in 

certain markets. It is even testing driverless cars for 

grocery pickup.  

Target, which has had less success in the grocery space 

than Walmart, is continuing to make investments in its 

grocery business by improving freshness, redesigning 

the layout, and revamping its private label brands. Target 

made a big move in 2017 when it acquired same-day 

grocery delivery company Shipt. The retailer currently 

offers same-day delivery in approximately 35 states and 

could be the first retailer to offer nationwide grocery 

delivery by the end of the year. Its efforts appear to be 

paying off, as the retailer reported a 6.9% increase in 

grocery and consumables sales in 2017 to $32.7 billion. 

Drug stores, dollar stores, and discounters have been 

steadily taking market share by expanding their food 

assortments and adding a better selection of fresh items. 

For example, Dollar General is ramping up its perishables 

expansion by adding fresh produce to 450 stores in 2018 

with the goal of expanding produce to “thousands” of 

stores over the next several years. Similarly, Family Dollar 

added frozen and refrigerated cases in 300 stores in 

2017. 

Most 
Recent 
Quarter

Prior 
Quarter

Two 
Quarters 

Ago

Three 
Quarters 

Ago

Kroger 1.6% 1.4% 1.5% 1.1%

Ahold Delhaize* (0.1%) 2.8% - -

Ahold USA* - - 0.3% (1.8%)

Delhaize America* - - 1.3% 0.0%

Publix 1.7% 5.1% 3.2% 4.3%

Supervalu 0.4% 0.1% (3.5%) (3.5%)

Ingles 1.8% 1.7% 2.2% 3.6%

Weis Markets (0.3%) 1.5% 1.2% 1.5%

*Note(s): All sales exclude fuel. The most recent quarter for Kroger ended August 18, 

2018; Ahold Delhaize ended July 1, 2018; Publix ended June 30, 2018; Supervalu ended 

June 16, 2018 and reflects Retail Food operations only; Ingles ended June 30, 2018; 

Weis Markets ended June 30, 2018. Beginning in first quarter 2018, Ahold Delhaize has 

consolidated its U.S. banners under one reporting segment.  

COMPARABLE STORE SALES TRENDS



• Growth of limited-assortment discounters: There has 

been significant hype surrounding European limited 

assortment discounters Aldi and Lidl. Both are known for 

their low prices, streamlined assortment, and focus on 

private label brands versus national brands. Aldi currently 

has 1,800 stores in 35 states, with plans to reach 2,500 

stores nationwide by the end of 2022. It is also planning 

to remodel/expand 1,300 stores by 2020 with a focus 

on expanding fresh selections by up to 40%. Aldi also 

recently partnered with Instacart to offer online shopping 

nationwide and has partnered with Kohl’s to open stores 

adjacent to select Kohl’s locations. 

German retailer Lidl has opened 54 stores since its June 

2017 U.S. debut. This is less than the 100 it planned 

to have by June 2018. Some have speculated that the 

retailer could be rethinking its strategy based on initial 

customer reaction, particularly as it has abandoned 

store opening plans in several states. So far, retailers 

like Walmart, Kroger, Food Lion, Target, and Family 

Dollar have been aggressive with pricing and value 

proposition in markets where they overlap with Lidl and 

are highlighting their private label lines. Experts believe 

this price matching is a key factor that has limited Lidl’s 

growth so far, as it is difficult to lure customers away 

from their preferred store when you take price out of the 

equation. 

• Consolidation: The past few years have seen several 

mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures as depicted below. 

Consolidation is expected to continue as unprofitable 

stores are divested and regional players expand their 

reach to gain scale and efficiencies. In 2018, Tops 

Markets and Southeastern Grocers filed for bankruptcy 

and United Natural Foods announced plans to acquire 

Supervalu. There is speculation that once the transaction 

is complete, United Natural Foods will sell Supervalu’s 

remaining retail banners, creating opportunities for 

other players to expand. In late September, Schnucks 

announced plans to purchase 19 of Supervalu’s Shop ‘n 

Save stores. 

• Meal kits: Estimates for the size of the meal kit industry 

range from $2 billion to $5 billion. While meal kits 

continue to grow in popularity, the business faces many 

challenges and combining forces with supermarkets has 

been appealing to some players. According to Nielsen, 

meal kit sales through grocery stores increased 26.5% 

to $154.6 million in 2017. The first major investments 

by supermarkets came in late 2017 when Albertsons 

acquired Plated. Other supermarkets followed suit 

including Walmart, Kroger, and Publix, which offer their 

own in-house meal kits. Kroger purchased Home Chef in 

May 2018 to complement its existing kits. Hello Fresh is 

now available in Ahold Delhaize stores and Blue Apron is 

available at Costco.

Grocery
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2016
• Ahold and Delhaize merge
• Supervalu sells Save-A-Lot to Onex Corp.  
• Fresh Market purchased and closes 13 stores
• Brookshire Grocery acquires 25 Walmart Express stores
• Weis purchases 38 Food Lion stores
• Fresh & Easy closes all stores
• Fairway Market files for bankruptcy
• Gristedes and D’Agostinos announce merger plans
• Safeway acquires Andronico’s 

2017
• Save-A-Lot closes 13 stores and exits the West Coast
• Marsh sells/closes all 44 stores
• Strack & Van Till closes 14 stores
• Amazon acquires Whole Foods
• Supervalu acquires Associated Grocers of Florida and Unified Grocers

2018
• Tops files for bankruptcy and plans to close 10 stores
• Southeastern Grocers files for bankruptcy and plans to close 123 stores
• Supervalu sells Farm Fresh and Shop ‘n Save banners; Schnucks 

purchases 19 of the Shop ‘n Save stores
• The Fresh Market closes 15 stores
• Kroger exits Raleigh/Durham market by closing 14 stores
• United Natural Foods announces plans to acquire Supervalu
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Online Grocery

OVERVIEW

Online grocery sales are estimated to represent less than 5% 

of total grocery sales. The online grocery business presents 

a challenge given the small profit margins, delivery expenses, 

and the high cost of storing and managing perishable items. In 

addition, many consumers still like to select their own produce 

and meat. However, e-commerce has been slowly siphoning 

off center store sales for some time and the 2017 acquisition 

of Whole Foods by Amazon has many concerned that fresh 

sales will now be at risk as well. E-commerce capabilities have 

been a major focus for all the major players, and nearly all 

have been making huge investments in this area. A recent 

study by Brick Meets Click forecasts that online grocery sales 

will increase at 10 times the rate of in-store sales over the next 

five years, or 13% per year, and reach 8% of U.S. grocery 

sales by the end of 2022.  

Recent developments within e-commerce include Kroger’s 

new direct-to-consumer service, Kroger Ship, through which 

it will offer more than 50,000 grocery items and 4,500 private 

label products, though no perishables as of yet. Kroger also 

recently expanded its partnership with Instacart to allow it to 

offer same day delivery in more than 1,600 stores. Similarly, 

Ahold Delhaize USA recently formed a new e-commerce 

company called Peapod Digital Labs, which will focus on 

helping the company’s retail banners better provide an 

omnichannel shopping experience.  

AMAZON/WHOLE FOODS

In August 2017, Amazon completed its acquisition of Whole 

Foods in a move that sent shockwaves throughout the 

industry. Prior to the acquisition, it was estimated Amazon 

achieved $6 billion in annual grocery sales, less than 2% 

of total industry sales. Since the acquisition, the following 

changes have occurred:

• Amazon made selective price cuts within Whole Foods 

stores 

• Amazon products (such as Alexa) have been added to 

Whole Foods stores 

• The 100 million Amazon Prime members now receive 

discounts at all Whole Foods stores 

• Prime Now same-day home delivery service is available in 

approximately 28 markets with continued expansion going 

forward

• Curbside pickup was launched for Prime members in 

select markets

• Whole Foods’ 365 private label goods are now available 

through Amazon and sales of these goods are estimated 

to be up 15% since Amazon took over

• Lockers have been installed at select Whole Foods stores 

where customers can pick up Amazon orders

• Customers can use Echo and Alexa to shop at Whole 

Foods stores

While Amazon does not separately report results for its 

Whole Foods stores or grocery sales, research firm One Click 

Retail estimates that grocery sales via Amazon.com for the 

first quarter of 2018 totaled $650 million and Amazon.com 

reached an estimated 18% market share within the online 

grocery channel in 2017 (twice that of Walmart). In addition, 

J.P. Morgan analysts estimated that revenue for Whole Foods 

increased 7% year-over-year. 

As expected, Amazon has tied much of its Whole Foods 

discounts to its Prime membership program. In doing this, 

the retailer benefits from driving current Prime members to 

shop at Whole Foods stores and by using the physical stores 

to acquire new Prime members. Although the merger has 

not caused a major disruption just yet, it has highlighted 

the importance of an omnichannel presence for any player 

wishing to compete in today’s market.    
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GA’s Grocery Monitor highlights key industry drivers within the 

grocery sector and their relation to GA’s valuation process. GA 

strives to contextualize important indicators to provide an in-

depth perspective of the market. Any comparable store sales 

illustrated in this monitor reflect figures as they have been 

reported by public retailers. The methodology for calculating 

comparable store sales may vary by company. GA welcomes 

the opportunity to make our expertise available. Should you 

need any further information or wish to discuss recovery 

ranges for a particular segment, feel free to contact your GA 

Business Development Officer. 

The information contained herein is based on a composite 

of GA’s industry expertise, contact with industry personnel, 

liquidation and appraisal experience, and data compiled from 

a variety of well-respected sources believed to be reliable. 

GA does not make any representation or warranty, expressed 

or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information contained in this issue. Neither GA nor any of its 

representatives shall be liable for use of any of the information 

in this issue or any errors therein or omissions therefrom. 

GA is one of the largest liquidators of retail inventory and 

has been involved in a variety of liquidations, ranging 

from the disposition of excess inventory and the closing of 

underperforming stores, to full-scale liquidations of national 

retailers with hundreds of stores. GA has experience with  

full and partial liquidations of companies throughout a  

variety of retail sectors, including the grocery industry. 

Examples include A&P, Haggen, The Markets, C&K  

Markets, and Penn Traffic. 

These experiences provide GA with valuable insight into 

the market trends and the consumer response that can be 

expected in a liquidation. They give us an understanding as to 

recovery values that can be achieved for retailers. 

GA has also worked with and appraised numerous retailers. 

While our clients remain confidential, GA’s extensive list of 

appraisal experience includes:

• Many of the country’s largest grocery store operators 

including those with sales in excess of $10 billion and 

upwards of 800 stores;

• Smaller regional supermarket chains; and

• Wholesale distributors of grocery products.

In addition to our internal personnel, GA maintains contacts 

within the retail industry that we utilize for insight and 

perspective on recovery values. 

Monitor Information

Experience
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Great American Group is a leading provider of asset

disposition solutions and valuation and appraisal services to

a wide range of retail, wholesale, and industrial clients, as

well as lenders, capital providers, private equity investors,

and professional services firms. In addition to the Grocery 

Monitor, GA also provides clients with industry

expertise in the form of monitors for the retail, home 

furnishings & home improvement, automotive, metals, 

chemicals and plastics, and building products sectors, 

among many others. For more information, please visit  

www.greatamerican.com.

Great American Group, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

B. Riley Financial, Inc. (NASDAQ: RILY). B. Riley Financial 

provides collaborative financial services and solutions 

tailored to fit the capital raising and financial advisory 

needs of public and private companies and high net worth 

individuals. The company operates through several wholly-

owned subsidiaries, including Great American Group; B. 

Riley FBR, a full-service investment bank and institutional 

brokerage; GlassRatner, a specialty financial advisory 

services and consulting firm; B. Riley Wealth Management, 

B. Riley Asset Management and B. Riley Alternatives, which 

offer investment management to institutional and high net 

worth investors; Great American Capital Partners, which 

originates and underwrites senior secured loans for asset-

rich companies; and B. Riley Principal Investments, which 

invests in or acquires companies and assets with attractive 

return profiles.

B. Riley Financial, Inc. is headquartered in Los Angeles with 

offices in major financial markets throughout the United 

States, Europe, and Australia. For more information on B. 

Riley Financial, Inc., please visit www.brileyfin.com.
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